CAM SWITCH - 3-PHASE MOTOR SWITCH
FORWARD/REVERSE, 1 SPEED - PR 12 - BOX

Pack (number of units) 1

Volume (dm³) 1,625

Weight (g) 344,00

Product characteristics

Function: 3-phase motor switch
Forward/reverse switch, 1 speed
- Range : PR 12
- Max. rating AC 3 : 4 kW
- Number of contacts : 5

General characteristics

Cam switches insulating box
- For selecting and changing the status of the circuits into which it is integrated
- For viewing the state of equipment according to the position of the selector lever
- Boxed device, class II
- Contacts with positive opening and double breaking of poles
- Presentation: black or grey/black selector lever, faceplate with marking
- Conform to standards IEC EN 60947-3
- IP 65 for 76 x 76 and 96 x 120 mm boxes
- IP 55 for 135 x 170 mm boxes

Documentation

Catalogue pages & additional information
- Description page (p.356)
- Technical page (p.357)
- Technical page (p.358-359)

Agreements & certificates of conformity
- CCC - 2016010302946344
- VERITAS (BV) - 14097/CO BV
- CSA - 1726160
- CC/CB - FR 00206094B
- UL Recogn - 280206-ES7617

Installation instructions & related documents
- 096697000001